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Session content corresponded well to my goals for attending.



AWESOME!!

Clarity, Competence, Consistency are needed today during this pandemic. I now  have tools and resources 

for each component in order make a positive and sustainable impact on my East Cleveland City School 

students.

Extremely powerful message.

extremely powerful stories and connections to ideas, when thinking about community building this is the 

video you need to watch 

good information, but I was hoping for sample lessons without a commitment to purchase the program.  

However, this is so important on all school campuses. My campus uses character Strong type lessons once a 

week, but I wanted additional activities to implement into my classes. 

The information is still good and applicable from this session,

Great acts of character and humility!! Very inspiring!

Great stories!!

Great session. My take away...separate the person from the behavior. 

Comments



LOVED this session!!!!!

Made me think of my personal experiences and why I got ito teaching. I thoroughly enjoyed the stories 

(especially Kayla's) so moving and up lifting.   

Overall great choice in speakers and conversations seemed to flow well.  Big thank you to INSHAPE for 

providing this opportunity!

Powerful, moving, motivational. -----what did you do for others today!

So powerful!  Thank you!

I honestly was not thrilled at first to listen in on this session. Turns out this was one of my favorite sessions 

to listen to. I enjoyed the impact stories and the importance of creating a positive culture. So important to 

reach out to those students who are not immediately involved in the school. 

John, this last virtual session was incredible!  You have left me with an encouraging and challenging task. I 

look forward to investigating your resources. Thank you!

Love the story about Eric!!!!!



Very powerful sharing points. I am forwarding this information to others in the corporation! I think this is 

what we really need right now in schools with all that is going on in our society and world! Great session, 

both stories shared by John brought a tear to my eye!

Thanks for sharing!!!

This session was really awesome and inspiring!  Way exceeded my expectations!  So many great practical 

examples of how to help change the culture in your building.  Thank you!

This touched my heart.  I am going to make some changes this year!

This was a strong and powerful way to end INSPIRE2020. I absolutely love the Character Dare Challenges.

Very inspirational, I loved it.

Thanks!

This session was AMAZING!



Very powerful! Thank you for sharing!

Very powerful, Thank You!

Wow! Absolutely amazing. I am a better person (teacher, parent, wife) for having attended this session and 

this entire learning institute. Thank you for providing this opportunity for us!!

Wow! Speechless & incredibly inspired. I can't think of a better way to end this amazing week. Thank you!

Wow. Sharing with my principal. Amazing, real stories of the power of doing for others to create a positive 

culture and climate. 


